Introduction
We want to examine the simple exemplary nonlinear parabolic equation
(1) u t =Au+A|a| q~1 ci t A>0, q> 1, considered with the Dirichlet or Neumann type boundary conditions:
(2) u(0,x) = ^(x), xeftcR 0 , (3') u(t,x) = 0 for x e 3ft, or (3") =0 for x e 9ft, where £ is a bounded smooth (8fteC^+^ with some |5 e(0,l)) domain, t»0 and n denotes the inward normal vector to 3ft. If the specification of the boundary condition is not necessary we refer simply to (3) . With the additional assumption UQ(x)£ 0, our considerations remain valid for nonnegative solutions of the equation (4) u t = Au + ilu 3 , subjected to the above initial-boundary conditions, since for nonnegative solutions problems (l) - (3) and (4), (2) , (3) co-
incide. The blow up phenomenon (the solution may cease to exist, beooming unbounded in a finite time T) for solutions of the presented problems has recently been extensively studied (e.g. [2] , [6J, [7] , [12] ). Our purpose here is to desoribe the behaviour of solutions of (1) [10] is used throughout the paper.
2. The proof of existenoe A simple proof of local existenoe of the uniformly Holder continuous solution of (l) - (3) is presented first. In particular the maximal time T of existence of the solution is estimated from below (compare [12] ). Theorem 1.
For arbitrary initial function Uq e C 2+|5 (fi) satisfying suitable compatibility conditions (uq = 0 and 1u^| q u^ = 0 for in the case of the 3Uq Dirichlet condition (3') or g^-=0 on 9ft for the Neumann 1+7. 2+f condition (3")) there exists a unique C 4 {[o,t^-e]xil) solution u of (1)~(3) (« = min{(3} eefO,^) arbitrary).
The estimate of the existenoe time Tj follows from the formula (9).
Proof. Uniqueness. Let u^ and be two different solutions of (U-(3) subjected to the same initial function Uq, both existing for t e[otr).' The differenoe U = i^-Ug satisfies Ut = AU + M|Ul| q~1 ^ -|u2| q " 1 u2), and sinoe the function f(z) = z is increasing and differentiable, with f'(z) = q|z| q " 1 , and the solutions u1t Uj are bounded; | Uj | , | u^ | < U for t e [0,r-e'] , x e Si (e'> 0 small), we verify that n 2 ft S U 2 (tfx)dx <: -(Ux (t,x)) 2 dx + n Q i.,1 i
Si Si
The last estimate ensures that U(t,x) = 0 for t e[0,T -e'], x e Si, since U(0,x) was equal to zero.
We proceed to derive an a priori estimate of the L°° (Si) norm of u(t,»). Multiplying (1) by u 2k~1 } ke^i, integrating over £3 and by parts, we get: ) the right side of (6) we verify that
where ^pj-= j and 2 is equal to 0 for the Diriohlet problem and to 1 for the Neumann problem. Next formula (7) with £ = €0 suoh that
will be used to estimate the last component in (5) and to gets
where r : = ^klj^iyy • This si^Pla differential inequality for functions yk(t) := j u 2k (t,x)dxj keN, has the form ,2k.,.
and oan be solved explicitly, to get:
for tne Birichlet problem (61 0 = 0) and
for the Neumann problem (6. _ = 1). Carefully controlling the * llr constants and remembering that y,,(t) = ||u(t,«)|| «ir » wa * I. (a) can pass in (8'), (8") with k to infinity and get for both Dirichlet and Neumann problems. The a priori estimate (9) is valid until the first time t = t^ for which the bracket is equal to zero. Clearly this t^ estimates the existence time T of the solution u from below. We must point out that (9) is only an estimate of the L°°(Q) norm of u from above. If we are able to give an a priori estimate of this norm valid for all te[0,t2), with t2e{t1tT], then all further considerations in the proof of existence work for t^ instead of t^. In particular for solutions considered in Lemma 1 we have t2 = T = +oo, and this solutions exist for all t? 0 (are global solutions).
The proof of existence of the uniformly Holder continuous solution of (1)~(3) is now standard (compare [3] , [4] ) and will be finished in two steps. We sketch it briefly. The first step contains an a priori estimate of the norm of the derivative u^. We avoid here formal consideration of the behaviour of difference quotient u ( t+h »^-u ( t «*) (compare [3] ), showing instead more clearly the id ea of the estimate. Differentiating (1) with respect to t, multiplying the result by u2n+1 and integrating, we have n(g-1)
n(q-1) 5lcn 1 * 1 + -2-(q-1 In other words, u is a priori bounded in the space L~{[0,t1-e]jW 2 » 2n+2 (£i)), also as a consequence of (11) 
^^([O.t^eJxQ)
Now the nonlinear term Alul 9 " 1 in (1) will be considered as the "uniformly Holder continuous coefficient" (the func-1 1 tion |u| q is the composition of the C Holder continuous funotion u, Lipschitz continuous absolute value and locally Lipsohitz continuous (q-1) power) belonging to 1 1 9 t 9 __ C ([0,t.j-e]*i2). The standard use of the Leray-Schauder Principle (c.f. [9] , [4] ) finishes the proof of existence of the solution. Remark 1.
It is a simple consequence of the Maximum Principle (compare [llj)t that whenever u^(x)>0 for xc£2t then the classical solution u of (1)- (3) is nonnegative as long as it exists. Such solutions simultaneously solve the problem (4), (2), (3).
Behaviour of solutions
We have the following: Theorem 2.
For sufficiently small in L°°(ftJ initial function Uq the corresponding solution u of (1), (2), (3') exists for all t£ 0 and tends uniformly to zero when t tends to infinity.
Proof. Let ^ be the first positive eigenvalue of -A under homogeneous Dirichlet conditions. We change the nonlinear term in (1) outside the neighbourhood of zero, putting: (2), (3') all the assumptions stated in [4] are satisfied, and as a consequenoe of Theorem 3.1,
with K = K(£2, (j1 , e1). Moreover, the solution w exists for all tj: 0 and ||w(t,«)|| -* 0 when t tends to infinity. L°°(a) Now, aa a consequenoe of (14), (16) We may now review several simple methods of verification that the blow up really takes place (compare [6] ). The first two methods conoern the case of nonnegative solutions, i.e. solutions of the problem (4), (2) Proof. Integrating (4) over ft we get:
ft and we have an estimate exactly opposite to (27). Remark 3.
The final picture of the behaviour of solutions of (U-(3) is the following. For the Neumann prob-lem, every non-vanishing solution of constant sign blows up (Theorem 4). The same is true for solutions satisfying the condition (27). For the Diriohlet problem, with small initial data the solution is global and tends to zero when t goes to infinity (Theorem 2), while for a large initial function it blows up (Theorem 5 and 3).
